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In His Own Shadow
By/Yifei Wu

I am often asked in casual conversations – “What
artists are you drawn to?” A question I would also
ask back, usually followed by a suggestive sigh –
“Oh…” thus completing the preliminary
assessment of each other’s interests and an initial
exchange of perspectives. If I mention a name
from the 18th or 19th century, they would always
ask – “What about contemporary artists?” When I
speak of someone from the earlier movements or
if the visual language does not seem quite
“contemporary”, I am used to jokingly say – “Not
very contemporary, is it?” Everyone has a preset
art historical framework in his or her mind about
what is contemporary, modern and post-modern.
The boundaries are sometimes not so clear, but it
could easily place artists who are seen as nontypical or unfashionable in blind spots. This
framework is on the one hand, based on the
analysis and studies of critics and theorists and on
the other hand, actual personal experience also
help us shape our understanding of art history
and this “contemporariness” that we sense, but
how does this vague consensus that is formed
through being imperceptibly influenced by
everyday life be able to set a standard to
everything?

Wang Zhongjie (b.1972) is exactly the kind of artist
who stays away from the current tide. While
looking at his work I get a very similar feeling as to
looking at a Casper David Friedrich (1774-1840)
painting – a heavy satisfaction I feel at the core, a
satisfaction that is beyond time and space, but at
the same time very human.
In the current cultural context of capitalist
globalization, the life of an individual is
fragmentised in mass communication. To see
things around us in a different way, to pay
attention to details; or as an individual to intervene
with wider social and political issues (which
seems to be a trend that has become increasingly
fashionable); or to apply contemporary and
modernist visual language thus relating oneself to
an artistic movement, these are all shortcuts that
an artist could take in order to define and maintain
his or her own perspective and at the same time
gain approval. However, Wang rejects all of it. He
wants his paintings to have no connection to the
era, but rather, reflecting something that he sees
beyond essence. This may seem to be too grand
of an investigation in life, but what deeply moves
me is exactly his determination and his

meditations on humanity that is predominant in
his work.
Wang does not want to be confined within time.
He has remained in his hometown – Zhengzhou in
Henan Province his whole life, consciously staying
away from the center from our era. “A real person,
should be timeless”, says the artist, with a rare
seriousness and a sense of romanticism on his
face. He is in an inaccessible state of the ideal
world, as a man with one foot set in the real
society. He does not think that he’s a painter. To
him, painting is merely a tool, a way of thinking.
This is why most of his works are untitled, as
though conversational fragments have found their
way to life through deep thinking. He admired
Nietzsche the first time he read his book in a
friend’s house, and now he has steered away from
the Western framework and become more
focused on Eastern philosophies such as
Zhuangzi and Buddhism. This entire development
of thinking is also evident in his career.
Wang’s earlier works have a very strong sense of
narrative. Images are composed of symbolic
forms such as snakes, cocks, rabbits, female

bodies and butterflies that are used to illustrate
the female reproductive organs, roads, forests,
lakes etc. all mingled together – as audience we
could easily be led into a Freudian
psychoanalytical discussion. In an early triptych –
The Truth (2004) the horizon cuts through all of
the images but the sky and the ground remain
undistinguishable, as they are equally dark and
chaotic. There is a naked woman’s body in each
of the sections - one is leaning on a tree branch,
the other with her legs spread open, and the last
running away from something. From afar, under
her feet and inside a cave, three unidentifiable
animals emerge. There are infinite secrets and
wickedness within the overlapping colours. The
chaos, anxieties and desires depicted in this
piece represent this stage of his work very well.
The sensitivity of the artist drives him to
document his conscious and sub-conscious,
during which would set himself free. From my
point of view, this stage of his career is “pliable”,
the works are primal and straight-forward. The
heart of the artist seems easily reachable and
what the symbolic forms represent is accessible
to the spectators. To Wang, this process is crucial
and an absolute necessity, the works from this
stage of his career could be in respect, regarded
independently.
The birth of Xiaoshu, Wang’s seven year-old son
was a turning point in his life. Xiaoshu is his only

connection to society. It is at this point that his
introversive thinking opened up into a wider
context, thus changing his style of painting. He
started working in a much larger scale and in his
compositions, there is much more depth in space.
Hermaphroditic half-man half-animal bodies are
spread across the land, a wolf extending from the
bottom half of a woman’s body laid on top of half
a man. When I look at this piece, I am reminded of
Nietzsche’s words “humans are creatures that are
not yet settled in form, with the potential to
develop in any direction.”
Between 2009 and 2010, the narrative nature of
his work weakened. Symbols are placed in
abstract spaces, and over time, the former
became less dominant as the latter takes over the
whole surface of the canvas. His work became
bolder. Such boldness, on the one hand, comes
from many years of self-discipline. His
spontaneous and messy brush strokes became
tidied, the colours that are hidden inside the dark
surfaces remained, on the other hand, comes
from his own meditation in the wider context of
humanity. He believes that human beings should
not only compare oneself with his or her own era,
that we must remove the idea of time. He believes
that being in today’s world does not differ from
Zhuangzi in the Warring States Period, that we all
exist in the same dimension, and could be
acquainted. This conception of space is what he

wants to explore on the canvas, a not necessarily
physical sense.
In the recent series, everything with any
representation is dissolved in the center of the
painting or overlapped or merged into graduated
colours. The inclining frames reminds me of the
spider webs from his earlier works and the
geometrical spaces in the later stages, revealing
his current anxieties and suffering regardless of
the brighter colours that are used in some of
them. The suffocating desires have become even
more immediate, only that they are hidden on a
much deeper level. This direction is where almost
all thinkers would end up, perhaps with very
similar goals, but the path they take would differ.
Looking at Wang’s body of work thus far, the
current stage seems to be a delitescence.
Something powerful is being distilled in the
center of the canvas, hidden beneath the surface.
The name of this exhibition is inspired by a
chapter in Nietzche’s Human All Too Human –
The Wanderer and His Shadow, in which the
subheading reads – “a book for free spirits”. This
is an exhibition dedicated to all free souls.
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The Lifelike Art of an Un-artist
By/Ophelia Chan
Wang Zhongjie was a painter whom I knew
nothing about when I was first shown his recent
body of work - canvases covered in muddy
palettes with inclining rectangular lines to the
edge of the frame. I felt completely lost then. The
only initial thought was that, well this man
must've been around a while - people don't just
go on painting like this. A few months later I finally
got to see his earlier works in his hometown in
Henan province, over two-hundred paintings
done over the span of a decade, most of them
have never been shown before. It was a sight I did
not expect - it was overwhelming, it was then that
became clear to me that he had come a long way
to get to the point where he is at now, both in his
art and in his thinking.
When I finally sat down to write this essay, what
Allan Kaprow wrote about artlike art and lifelike
art immediately came into my mind - he wrote that
these two types of art fundamentally represent
two contrasting philosophies. While artlike art
holds that art is autonomous, separate from life
and everything else, lifelike art holds that art is the
opposite, that it is connected to life and
everything else. In Western art historical tradition,
the former is regarded as "serious", part of the
mainstream and supported by high culture's

institutions and the latter has never fit into
traditional art institutions. While the separateness
and distinctiveness of artlike art is much like
individualism that is valued highly in Western
culture, the connectedness of lifelike art is like the
emphasis of the importance of family and
community in Eastern cultures. In The Real
Experiment, Kaprow wrote：
The usual questions of subject matter and style
become relevant once you accept certain cultural
givens, like the specialist notion of “art,” the
subnotions of “poetry” and “music,” and the
notions of “exhibit”, “audience”, “creativity” and
“aesthetic value.” These are normally taken for
granted. But Western culture appears to be
changing so markedly that these givens are at
best uncertain. What if they weren’t “givens”?
What if I had a vague idea about “art” but didn’t
know the conventions that told me when I was in
its presence or was making it?
- Essays on the blurring of art and life (p.201)
Kaprow is referring to the Avant-garde in the
eighties here, and what he then proceeds onto
defining the term lifelike art, becomes
increasingly conceptual and applied in a more
performative notion. I am only borrowing the term

in its essence in order to explain and help
understanding the artist's motives (even if there
isn't a conscious one, when there's an action,
there's a motive).
Wang was never educated in any art institute, but
this is unimportant, nor is the fact that he has not
been influenced by any styles of art true, as one
with an passion of art would naturally be in
contact with art and be affected by it. We could
probably tell which masters he admires from
looking at his works, but I do not believe that there
is any sense of mimicry, as that would imply a
sense of deceitfulness. He is a purist, although
not in a sense where Amedee Ozenfant and Le
Corbusier had propagandised Purist art to be
between 1918 and 1925, what Wang does holds
true to what the movement intended to do at the
very beginning - " to conceive clearly, execute
loyally, exactly without deceits" (The Purist
Manifesto). To him, painting is a thinking process,
every decision that Wang makes while
completing a piece of work is in favour of nothing
but his own growth. It is never to prove any theory,
to make any statement or in order to progress
onto anything else on purpose.

Wang's painting and his thinking are as one and
his art is inseparable from his life. He is obsessed
with his search for answers, answers to
something as mentioned in the curator's
foreword, possibly too huge of a question in life
but it is also such determination that drives him to
create, and it is this determination that unifies his
large body of work, thus in Wang's paintings it is
never about narrative nor form, but resonance on
a deeper level, something more immediate and
drastic. This is the reason why as spectators, we
must look at Wang's body of work free from
conceptions of "art" but with an instinctive eye
and a gut feeling.
Wang is an introvert. He might not stand out as a
skillful painter, nor come across as an
exceptionally intelligent man (he is a man of few
words), but when you talk to him you would be
immediately drawn to his unpretentiousness, you
would want to listen to him, and when you look at
his work, you would get a similar feeling, that it is
truthful, even sometimes when it puts us at
unease or even appals us, but what is certain is
that he is not trying to create for anyone else. He
is in essence an un-artist as his art takes a lifelike
form and setting, his art functions in the world as
if it were life, but naturally these thinking
processes evolve and would become irrelevant to
the un-artist himself over time.

Wang's art and his life are truly one – lifelike art,
and that is why those of us who feel something
while looking at his work, are especially moved.
This goes back to what we consider to be "good" works with a sense of profoundity? Something
well-executed, conception supported by
recognised, approved theories and so on? While
lifelike art is just something that is parallel to life,
"inflecting, probing, testing and even suffering it,
but always attentively." (Essays on the blurring of
art and life, p.206) It took Wang over a decade to
finally have his work shown to the public, and it
will continue to be difficult for him to find his place
in the system, let alone the mainstream, as he is
not the type to compromise, he has no reason to.
He will continue on his search for answers, to
inflect, probe, test and suffer, while being around
his small community away from everything else,
and nothing else matters.
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䆡詛䯖醭曧㒄㚯㓅 茻扟荱勢鳘躅䯖鍖曧鮪廟宆
獿侐㓩倀勢鳘躅︑喥絹壔阭銲嘪跤艊蜶姕䯖呅醭
鳢鳢曧踵蜶抲辭嗋忞䯖桖曧㒄㚯惡嬫巃糴勢蜶艊
叅鮪︑￥骼茻㔃䯖＃彿艊笶尓張曧翍䉳艊笶尓䯖
喼諎宆醮蹕絹曧徳磢醭讜艊跏蟢窹㠮︑￥!

ⅩⅩ粀寋椌暀㚶䯖311:妘23桸25暀!

粷艊曧㮰跣晹熴薟粷艊趼㒂䯖酑翍䈑㒄鮪㛳㔃鄮
澏侐酭醁頌 ︑!

鮪㚾侸鯫諦䯖藥愥鮪㛅㜎跤䯖粀寋椌㰊ㆰ㔃靕墰
醭輟漜鳏銲䯖雩醭輟漜㛺㛣︑踵澑骼鞲熅攢㯞墕
捴咲勢啢╙舽啌䯖䃽䃸慘翍︑喼諎骼桭饅宆艊曧
鳏䯖貶骼醭輟漜鳏㦳醢侸黌鹾醭袊呯艊竑屟︑㫥
蟢㢩嚌婜輩勢鑫骼唻賂鄡艊輟偡︑骼輟漜玜杒艊
賂鄡䯖鞲酽跣昷謭啑駱䯖玜瘄袊呯䯖鍖勢鑫跤遠
賂鄡婩僔畑斞勢蠐䉳馬昷䯖俢詛鑫㮰蟢袊呯巃︑!
袊呯巃讜樭雩曧粀寋椌踵骼忞㬉烢艊趼㒂忞㡽艊
魍誑䯖酑翍躐鲋骼曧酽蟢恓啀艊昷媀︑鮪暀㚶㳚
骼雩酽茻㛛蹕羮㛳㔃詛恓啀呅䯖呅⺖蠙踵梪㠮䯖
雩曧樮宆䯖曧莏呺䯖雩曧獿嗃巃蓜䯖曧宆雩曧
䙙︑磢鍖㛳㔃㫥鬣墡錨唻骼鍖㔃妛醭＃㢇忲￥䯖
羗靧醮＃頯梮￥躐䄄叅菑梪㠮艊唻襫︑酑翍喥曧
酑翍䯖呅醭曧㛳㔃艊䅔嘄閔䯖雩醭曧謾蹕㓦䯖桖
醭曧踵鑫㚸敭鲇䯖呅㒄薟粷艊曧㮰跣晹熴薟粷艊
趼㒂䯖酑翍䈑㒄鮪㛳㔃鄮澏侐酭醁頌 ︑!

鲈䯤!

唻粀寋椌棾㛺䯖酑翍䒫魯曧榚蟢镾侽徔钂氥寳媆
撾艊趼㒂︑氥寳岄曧飨謾呏瑪醮鞐㬎啔鳏䅡呯㡽
棾䯖鍖酑翍喥曧㛛蹕㣗勢苳箘侳䉳䯖曧酽鯫㬦嬔
梥蓜艊呺䖢︑㫥鴛妘棾䯖骼鮪醭昢鰱惸酘氥寳︒
䏣樴︒鉢跀䯖踵澑䈑㒄恦敭鲇︒嵔頺︒嵔巃囅
㫼︒㓦㳘訵訵酘唻鰱詛戨︑骼鮪㬉烢菑醭詵蓜
艊䯖岄鮪黌誤艊䯖嫕醣艊䞸牆巃糴飨倀謾跤疦鶜
艊蠍姃︑磢鍖鮪翍䉳跤惸酘酽賽觻誑醮嫮㝧䯖㫥
樭艊㬏蟇唻頯梮咲鍖㔃曧酽鯫鍊䖢︑!

醭蓜鞲駁暚婩僔䯖玪玪巃勢靕墰鞲＃粷呺￥跤艊
狆俢䯖!
玪玪鰱︒漲剴㬜澒媰砮鰱巃㓌勢＃叅鮪￥︑!

骼鍖㔃妛醭＃㢇忲￥䯖羗靧醮＃頯梮￥躐䄄叅菑
梪㠮艊唻襫︑酑翍喥曧酑翍䯖呅醭曧㛳㔃艊䅔嘄
閔䯖雩醭曧謾蹕㓦䯖桖醭曧踵鑫㚸敭鲇䯖呅㒄薟
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唻粀寋椌棾㛺䯖酑翍䒫魯曧榚蟢镾侽徔钂氥寳媆
撾艊趼㒂︑氥寳岄曧飨謾呏瑪醮鞐㬎啔鳏䅡呯㡽
棾䯖鍖酑翍喥曧㛛蹕㣗勢苳箘侳䉳䯖曧酽鯫㬦嬔
梥蓜艊呺䖢︑㫥鴛妘棾䯖骼鮪醭昢鰱惸酘氥寳︒
䏣樴︒鉢跀䯖踵澑䈑㒄恦敭鲇︒嵔頺︒嵔巃囅
㫼︒㓦㳘訵訵酘唻鰱詛戨︑骼鮪㬉烢菑醭詵蓜
艊䯖岄鮪黌誤艊䯖嫕醣艊䞸牆巃糴飨倀謾跤疦鶜
艊蠍姃︑磢鍖鮪翍䉳跤惸酘酽賽觻誑醮嫮㝧䯖㫥
樭艊㬏蟇唻頯梮咲鍖㔃曧酽鯫鍊䖢︑!
＃勢鞲頌煫桹詛㫓艊鰱昷䯖謾呺嬟宆帗䯖嬟侸暚
鎬倉嶎螻俧䯖罌踵宆㳚醭呏瑪︑唻彿棾㛺䯖螻詛
曧醭唻艊䯖忞飨誆镾嬔頌㡶䯖貶曧頌䉳曧鳘躅倉
醭蓜㭠︑鈵烔㫧鍈壎䃾㫓彿貙備艊䃾䎪䯖嫕暚彿
醣嶯㛌鰱螻詄骼＂嫕倉蟇酽跣鲇窹㢐棾㢐㫨艊暚
鎬䯖雩嶯嚌菑倉蟇詆酽跣鲇窹㢐棾㢐㫝＂︑￥!

＃俋氥勢鑫25妘艊暚鎬䯖彿賜磢唒㓌勢靕墰鮪翍
酽跣䉯夠錨鉢艊趼㒂︑僨粷賜磢煫桹蟇婩㫓詛艊
㮰蟢笶尓䯖喼諎荱㡽棾翍䉳黌鑫䯖貶曧㫤匯翽鮪
囑鰱䯖彿曧鮪㫝醑蠐妘忴▕梪醢闛蟇婩︑￥!!
鮪翍䉳跤鬆謙嫮㝧艊㫓蠿曧酽蟢㫤囑艊㫓蠿䯖粀
寋椌醭昢鰱悎婮嫮㝧︒䆡覯︒㝧嬕訵蟢蟢踙㡞䯖
桭鄮茻㫊鲇窹艊樮宆︑鮪桭鄮艊酁砎醢䯖梪宆醮
侳㯵跫翨薟粷熱酽蟢靕㢹艊讜酽屟䯖徏羮骼艊㛣
棾㛺䯖蠍姃︑罌澑粀寋椌忴儂侟媰㜉䯖煫桹廟鮪
嶗侳鮪躐鰓䯖酽賽㰊曧廟鮪艊︑㳛砎曧㒄恦拠賓
嫕醣䞸牆艊巃蓜䯖鮪嬏姌掤闛氥寳棴釚躐謚䯖裶
䄄巃︒暚䄄巃嬐澑醭畝翨䅡鰓暺䯖䧫暻雩詵飨曧
酽蟢裶䄄䯖詵飨⺖巃蓜勢謾竑呯艊酁椨䯥鍖頥嫷
醮嫮躐䄄賒㫧駱㬃妢䎘╪䯖酽賽瑧㡽鲋玈煋澑暚
剴螻嫓玈煋䯥暚䄄0裶䄄䯖澰鲩0㛤羠䯖叅鮪0麉
晹䯖侳鮪 㝧0廟鮪莏呺躐䄄囑梪艊鰓翨鄡駣磢晹
叅䯖㫥喥曧骼慘踵頯梮咲唻囈縶跫翨艊獿嗃巃
蓜︑!

䉳醢︑䯒彿梪镾鰱䯓給錫䎯頥嗴蛵䯒侳翨粶乵䯓
唻靕㦳艊嬁閼︑￥詵飨㛺䯖䎯頥鮪粀寋椌艊酑翍
跤㡽菑蹁㢹㪇㳛艊慘羮䯖!
＃彿嶎㛺艊曧䎯頥䯖唻彿棾㛺䎯頥䉯夠㳛㒄︑嫕
倉䉯夠䉱㫝酽蟢䎯頥艊暚鎬䯖倉＝僨粷䎯頥鴬塒
鑫䉯夠俋艊镾㳝︑嫕磢鑫䯖瀯跣鳏㰊桹靕墰懷穚
艊䎯頥䯖醭㫓彿飨頌彿嬟啨羮勢醠頥䯖貶詛妘鷗
俍彿唻醠頥桹蟢竑時艊壔梐醮巃糴︑貶嫕暚羮醠
頥雩曧桭㠿峽艊䯖彿翍㫥鲢醠頥靧啨翍鑫醑鴛
㭚︑呅酓倉夃棾艊巃㓌喥絹曧慸脁脁酽樭䯖慸唻
鑫喥唻鑫䯖慸醭唻喥鳢鳢曧蟢䎯頥︑￥!
鮪彿髦醮粀寋椌鮪㛅㜎跤䯖骼恦靕墰艊攝慘嫮咷
踵曧穔嘪徏 㡶䯖錨鉢儂曑勢翍䉳醢賒桖侸鰱曧
䅆櫐媀艊甡㫧︑骼艊翍曧＃朷祾艊楇厸￥䯖酽夿
翍詵镾㒄㚯骼墡慘嬟䂏暚䄄䯖貶桭㳛㒄艊曧桭謚
艊竊俍ⅩⅩ鄽㫓頌梕艊醭昢犻惃抰酑䯖翍䉳鮪榚
酽暚贖褃磢彾襫鑫︑喥絹鮪⺖＃慸唻￥艊㮰酽
贖䯖忞桹艊翍䉳惡峗㰊朄嬱諤呏謾忞︑!

醑䯤!

嗴㓋︹3127.:.39 312:.3.35︺艊槪䎪慇暺鑫澑
漛嗴熱慘閔艊攝慘暀梕︑鞲㓅巃醢棾㛺䯖罌踵俋
㳝懲羮鑫踕頥醮醠頥䯖㫥恊慘閔魑鳏巃㓌頥㜉懷

䂏蹼燍㓉㮰穻⺖嫷頥昷嫮縶㡽棾艊裶艀䯖㚯彿髦
醭蝫偡倇䯖㮰鲢⺖鬆謙戨艊嫮㝧㰊詛鑫瀟㳚䯖飨
倀呅髦艊狆鲩曧壠桹菑榚蟢鑃呯屟艊嶯躏䯖鍖醭
雜雜誆曧酽蟢㬏蟇︑鞲頌翍䉳跤艊㮰鲢駡䤽︒㞀
箯醮鳏鉢䅵鑫镾侽擄嫕䆡覯嫮㝧躐侳䯖雩抲辭鑫
翍咲躐侳艊㓉㓕䯖飨薶墮斾鉢䏣杛艊咃㓅屟︑嫮
㝧艊叅鮪薶墮鑫㓅 醮頯梮咲㫊彾邁㛌艊詵镾
屟䯖讜樭雩嶯嚌菑翍咲曧鮪榚蟢＃邁㛌￥躐醢㫧

頻︑頯梮咲㓦㳘㛺䯖＃翍㫥鲢翍艊暚鎬墱鄽曧獿
蟟徏設鷗鑫䯖侳翨珕姪艊黌誼茻㓅鰱鉢粷勢鑫翍

攝慘︑澐偧醎竑樰昤鬢艊蔠裮慇熱䯖醭叅鮪忞
㜙艊＃蟔鳏㛳㔃￥䯖晹㛀翍咲踵㮰鲢嫮㝧㡑鲂駁

赗蜶艊唻囥䯖彿鄮鲋㡶勢嘪醣︑!
＃倉梥荱澑颭暚䯖澑颭醮焌讜嫓鲋哘︑＃!
ⅩⅩ粀寋椌暀㚶䯖3122妘3桸32暀!

蟢嶯猔䯖呅髦桭鄮㰊＝魖駱勢榚蟢＃氥寳￥躐
跤︑酽昷曧慘踵咃鉢艊翍䉳嫮㝧䯖詆酽昷賒曧羾
鰓鲶讜酽倧氥寳鉢跀艊翍咲醮㓅 鄩彾艊咁㓉踽
鉢︑磢鍖嫕翍咲艊茩賂㩸謭梥⺖㛳㔃徏氥寳妔怽
艊鄌贙巃糴暚䯖㮰鲢嫮㝧喥宍磢鰱䉳踮狆鲩ⅩⅩ
鍖㫥讜樭雩嶯嚌菑骼鍎艊狆俢︑!
＃倉梥荱澑颭暚䯖澑颭醮焌讜嫓鲋哘￥︑㫥蟢屨
叧醢艊踽㓅綾宆踽躏䯖謭棾䇏飨詛侐絔骼鍎艊叅
鮪ⅩⅩ骼髦醭曧踽鉢䯖漲剴醭絹曧咃鉢︑瀫呂㛺
粀寋椌曧鮪羮㫥訶樴㔃棾抰㫼骼艊巃糴䯤酽跣煫
桹骼鍎艊跫翨䯖鮪骼鳏嬏姌鈇俢艊嵔乵醣䯖嶯㛌
倀謾唻㝧䯖踽鉢醮咃鉢諦鍖踵酽︑鮪澑宆張呍呮
艊巃蓜㳚䯖鲇窹慍礣詆酽蟢呝瑪荁婬艊昷媀鄩鄬
㡽棾䯖妛﨟黌彾酽夿夿煫桹荁備窹艊嫮㝧䯖窹靕
㦳艊侟梪徏鄌贙艊廬踃︑俢詛鑫骼鍎忞抲辭艊㓉
㓕飨倀謾鑨謚艊邁㛌酁椨䯖唻骼鍖㔃䯖綾酽嬱敿
艊詵镾喥曧酭醁嬔獿侐︒桖獿侐頌 ︑鮪㬏蟇
＃苳箘￥躐謚䯖粀寋椌醭畝䈑㒄賜䉱骼鳏詛夎骼
薶㚪＃澑颭￥艊叅鮪︑鮪獿姪醮 䉳牬磢醭詵鰓
艊獿姪巃蓜㳚䯖粀寋椌鄽羾獿姪悈㫠螻侳㯵
䉳䯖妛羮翍觠夃螻鲇窹艊榚跣啹鹾醭⺖鳏忞蓜艊
嫮㝧䯖呅髦鮪鰓厸嗃䉳醢斞僨艊孎賂䯖鳏醮呍呮
躐䄄䆡蟴艊邁憈︑!

北京市朝阳区酒仙桥路2号798艺术区798东街 / 798 East Road, 798 Art Zone, 2 Jiuxianqiao Road,
Chaoyang District, Beijing, China
+86 10 5978 9635 / info@magician-space.com / magician.space

